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I am against Aurora's proposal.

When we first arrived in Central Otago in 1979, our electricity was efficiently supplied by Central Electric. Ever since Max
Bradford's ill-conceived reforms I've been a vocal opponent oftheir unintended consequences. This is an update of my submission
from the previous consultation round.
This submission relates to Aurora Energy's plans to re-rort the public of Central Otago. For two decades Aurora's income
from consumers in Central Otago has been used to prop up the Dunedin City Council (their owners) instead of being used to
maintain the lines, which are now in a severely run-down condition. The problem is that the company is now asking Central Otago
consumers — instead of Dunedin consumers who benefitted in the past - to pay again for that deferred maintenance. It's obviously
unfair. At an absolute minimum, Aurora should be required to level the same lines charges to all of its consumers, until such time
as the earlier inequities have been redressed. For the necessary accountability to occur,local representation in Aurora is a must with
the present "absentee landlord" ownership. Local ownership, and therefore local accountability, would be even better.
But, in my opinion, all power lines (like the railway lines) should be owned by central Government, and lines charges should
be a fixed cost nationwide per unit of electricity consumed. In their half-baked implementation of user pays, Aurora charges me
much more than average because I happen to live in an area with a large rural population for whom power supply is more expensive
(though it shouldn't be for me, as I live in a densely populated part of the region). With full user pays, the costs to farmers, who
we need because they are the base of our economy (especially now with covid-19 restrictions on tourism), would be unreasonably
large. Meanwhile, the millions of residents of big cities far from the power sources pay less than the average.
A fixed charge per unit is much fairer. Because the number of those city subscribers is so much larger, any additional costs
from sharing the burden would be tiny. And farmers in isolated places could continue their essential work. Without such a change
in charging philosophy, it would soon be too expensive for ordinary people to live in rural areas like Central Otago, which because
of its extreme climate, has high demands on energy.

